Marital fidelity and congregation of Indian sarus crane, *Grus antigone* in and around Alwara lake of district Kaushambi (Uttar Pradesh), India
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Abstract

Sarus crane is a monogamous bird and well known as an eternal symbol of unconditional love, devotion and good fortune. Its occurrence represents a healthy wetland ecosystem. These cranes are large, long-legged and long-necked birds belonging to family: Gruidae, order: Gruiformes, class: Aves and phylum: Chordata. Indian Sarus Crane, *Grus antigone antigone* is the largest of the crane species found in India. These water birds prefer open habitat like marsh areas, abundantly irrigated paddy fields, grass land and river banks as these areas suit them for foraging, roosting and nesting. It has been showing an increasing population trends in this wetland because its habitat is well suited for its population growth. The present study concerns the survey of Indian Sarus Crane in and around Alwara Lake of District Kaushambi (U.P.) during 2014 with special reference to marital fidelity and congregation. The authors reported a congregation of maximum up to 155 cranes during the study period.
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1. Introduction

There are three subspecies of sarus cranes, the Indian sarus crane *Grus antigone antigone*, Eastern sarus crane *Grus antigone sharpii* and the Australian sarus crane *Grus antigone gilli*. Meine and Archibald (1996) gave the first comparative review of these three subspecies. The Indian sarus crane *Grus antigone antigone* (Linnaeus, 1758) is the world’s tallest flying bird (Archibald et al., 2003) and is a non-migratory and only resident breeding crane of the Indian sub-continent (Ali et al., 1980). It has been declared as ‘State Bird’ by the Government of Uttar Pradesh.

The Indian sarus cranes are omnivorous, eating insects (especially grasshoppers), aquatic plants, seeds, roots, tubers, invertebrates, crustaceans, butterflies, molluscs, fishes, frogs, reptiles and eggs of birds. The population density of sarus crane is inseparably associated with wetland habitats and food availability.


Study Area

The lake under exploration, i.e. Alwara lake is located in Sarawan block of Manjanpur tahsil of Kaushambi district of Uttar Pradesh (Image 1). The exploration area is more than 75 km away from Allahabad and 290 km from Lucknow by road. Its nearest railway station is Bharwari at a distance of 35 km and nearest airport Bamrauli (Allahabad) is at a distance of 70 km. It is situated between the latitude 25°24’05.84”S – 25°25’10.63”N and longitude 81°11’39.49”E–81°12’57.95”W with altitude MSL – 81.08 meter.

The Alwara Lake is a natural lake and now an important perennial wetland, as shown in figure 1. It is surrounded by agricultural fields and connected to the river Yamuna and covers about several hundred hectares. In this lake, the water level falls during summer and winter but rises during rainy season. The lake has derived its name from the village Alwara. Locally, it is called Alwara Taal. The Alwara lake is surrounded by Faur Kashi Rampur in east, Tikara in the north, Shapur in the south and the river Yamuna in the west. The most adjoining and influenced village is Faur Kashi Rampur.
2. Material and method

The authors used binocular, camera, motorbike, chappu boat, field stick, etc. for various purposes. The findings are based upon the work conducted in all the 12 months in 2014. Investigations were conducted during first and third Sunday of every month, and investigation time was from 8 am to 6 pm. All the observations were made while moving through the chappu boat and walking along the croplands, mud lands, natural areas using binoculars (7x35 and 8x40-BEZIF BM-9) and canon cameras. Sights and calls were the devices to enlist a bird at a particular site. Identification of different species was aided by using standard guides such as Ali (1941), Wild Life Institute of India wetland research methodology (1999) and Aryal et al, (2009). Besides actual sightings, local people were also interviewed to ensure the estimate of existing population and their perceptions about the existence, marital fidelity and congregation of the cranes under investigation. Exploration includes the survey of cranes as a single, pair, pair with one juvenile, pair with two juveniles and flocks comprising adults and juveniles. Since sarus crane is a huge bird and visible from a distance, we presume our counts almost accurate.

3. Result and discussion

Sarus is a social and omnivorous bird and during the study period, authors counted a congregation of maximum up to 155 cranes in evening in October 2014. This congregation occurs at particular and pre-decided sites, preferably in wetland area or adjacent agricultural fields having adequate food and water source. They have been seen in pairs everywhere (fig 3 and 4) even during flying or sitting or dancing or preening. They have also been seen with juvenile. The family group occurs in the whole year but during non-breeding season, cranes are seen in congregation for mate finding or pair formation. These cranes are involved in social displays to facilitate the pairing of unmated birds and to establish a pecking order among families. Male attracts the female to display dance like movement. The cranes were found to exist in solo condition rarely (fig 2).

Thus, congregation (fig 5 and 6) is not only meant for mate finding activity and safety but also prevented in mass from predate activities and harmful activities caused by aquatic animals, snakes and humans. During our routine survey, especially on marital fidelity, authors came across many pairs and collected information about their courtship, dance, mating, fertilization, nest construction, egg lay-
ing, hatching, juvenile care, growth of juvenile into young and rare occasions when a crane accidently dies, the behaviour of its partner. Interestingly enough, authors found that the other partner stops feeding after the death of its mate, starts crying in sorrow and ultimately dies.

In the study area, previously no such investigation and study were done on marital fidelity and the authors found that this behaviour is very unique as confirmed by local villagers around Alwara lake. The myth that cranes pair for life and in the event of the death of one bird the other stops feeding, cries hard and ultimately dies, is thus confirmed.

Fig. 3: Sarus Crane in Pair (Symbol of Marital Fidelity).

Fig. 4: Paired Sarus Crane in Feeding Mode in Study Area.

Fig. 5: A Flock of Sarus Cranes in Wetland Area.

Prakash et al. (2014) reported 335 cranes in total in and around Alwara Lake in 2012 while Verma et al., (2016) collected a data of 425 cranes in the same study area during 2013. In present survey, authors collected a data of more than 500 sarus cranes in 2014. This data is clearly indicating the increasing trends of sarus population growth from 2012 to 2014. The reason behind the increase in population is due to openness, suitable agricultural land and seasonal marshes dominated over the climatic factors and occurrence of favourable ecological, feeding, mating and nesting conditions as well.

Fig. 6: Sarus Cranes in Flying Mode in Study Area.
4. Conclusion

The Indian sarus crane has been listed as globally threatened i.e., vulnerable avian species (Bird Life International 2012) (IUCN, 2012) because of its declining numbers. Reasons behind this decline include habitat decline, habitat loss, pollution, competitors, parasites, etc. The increased anthropogenic activities, alterations in natural habitat and degradation of wetlands for agricultural expansion as well as for industrial development are the most serious threats to the cranes (Gole, 1989; Parasharya et al., 1989). As a consequence, the species has suffered a rapid population decline within a few decades (Choudhary 1999). The main challenge is to maintain their original or unaltered natural habitat. However, in the present study, an increasing trend is clearly noticed from 2012 to 2014. This is happening because this site is very favourable for sarus crane distribution from ecological point of view (Prakash et al., 2014; Verma et al., 2015). The authors found a congregation of maximum up to 155 cranes during the study period. The cranes can easily differentiate the local and harmless people from outsider and unknown people that may cause harm. The cranes are well known for their faithfulness and living togetherness. Thus, sarus crane is an eternal symbol of unconditional love, devotion and good fortune with a high degree of marital fidelity as they mate for life. The authors also recommend continuous population census of this species and declaration of the entire Alwara lake region as a “Sarus Safe Zone” for the conservation of sarus crane with regular monitoring and launching of awareness programmes.
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